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Abstract

About 3700 industrial plants are presently using nucleonic gauges for various aspects of production
quality. The major industrial end users are oil and gas industry, coal and mineral ore processing, paper and
plastic industries. New development in nucleonic instrumentation and processing software is going on.

1. SAFETY AND LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS

According to the French regulations, any industrial plant, or public or private laboratory
which wants to hold and use radioisotopes, must obtain an a priori authorization by an inter-
ministerial commission (CIREA).

The file must contain information concerning:

pertinence of the use of radioactivity versus other non health hazardous techniques

specifications of the sealed radioisotopic sources

specifications of the equipment containing the sealed radioisotopic sources (sale
authorization is necessary for each model)

safe handling, operation and checking orders

qualification of the personnel, at least, one "competent person in health physics" must
be trained and certified in the plant or laboratory

health physics instrumentation available

identification of the approved control body, contracted for annual control (dose rate and
non contamination measurements).

Moreover the dealer of a radioactive source must sign a commitment to take the source back
and take care of its safe disposal, at the request of the end user and, in any case, after 10 years
of use. A corpus of particular recommended conditions of use exists for different applications.
ISO standards, when available are mandatory, both for the sources and for the equipment
containing sources.

2. USERS

The publicly available statistics are the following (Ref.: CIREA — end 1995):

TOTAL NUMBER OF USERS: 4860

- INDUSTRY & RESEARCH (EXCLUDING MEDICINE) 3660
- MEDICINE & MEDICAL RESEARCH 1200
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MAIN INDUSTRIAL USES:

IRRADIATORS
GAMMA RADIOGRAPHY APPARATUS
LEVEL MONITORS
DENSITY GAUGES
THICKNESS & MASS PER UNIT AREA GAUGES310
MOISTURE GAUGES, &
MOISTURE/DENSITY GAUGES
ANALYSERS
ELECTRON CAPTURE GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHS
MISCELLANEOUS SEALED SOURCES
TRACERS & NON SEALED SOURCES

Classically, the main industrial sectors using NCS are: petroleum & gas, chemistry, coal, raw
mineral materials transformation, metallic ores prospecting & transformation, metals, paper,
rubber & plastics. Similarity can be observed with data published by developed countries like
Japan.

3. TRENDS

3.1 Competition

- Concerning ionising radiation based devices, severe competition exists with
systems using X ray generators, specially for S particles or low energy gamma
rays (E < 200 keV). This is due to:
- improved technology of low power, high stability high voltage units and tubes,
- higher photon flux output;
- safety considerations (files much easier to fill in).

Concerning non-ionising radiation based devices, competition with a larger
palette of physical type of measurements; sonar, radar, ultra-sound, laser, infra-
red, microwave, nuclear magnetic resonance, etc., all techniques which do not
require safety files.

3.2 Remaining inherent advantages of NCS

NCS provide the following measurements:

non-destructive, non intrusive, non contact, continuous, possible through vessels, pipes
(metal, glass, plastics), and heat insulating or refractory materials;

with rather high sensitivity (some 0.1% up to some%);

stable;
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with the possibility of taking profit of various physical interactions between radiation
and matter, like attenuation (electrons, photons, neutrons), mono-chromatic or

di-chromatic, scattering, secondary radiation (XRF, (n,gamma), (gamma,n)).

3.3 Remaining favoured areas of NCS

mass per unit area (or thickness), from bible paper up to high thickness steel sheet;
density;

level (one shot or continuous);

analysis (XRF, specially for portable devices);

gas chromatography (electron capture)

3.4 Some new trends

Multi energy (gamma-photons) or multimode (photons + other ionising radiation):
petroleum, foundry, accumulators, plastics.

Imaging gauges, using array detectors (some discrete scintillators or array of about 1000
silicon photodiodes coupled with scintillator and COD), technology derived from bone
density measurement devices or from scanning radiography.

Multi phase flow density and/or flow rate measurement (using real time correlation)

Sensors integrating 2 different physical principles, like E-attenuation and infra-red
reflectometry, or laser and S-attenuation.

High count rate nuclear electronics (some 106 pulses/s)

Modelisation using simulation (radiation transport codes like MCNP)

Simulation for the choice of the best practical arrangement source/object/detector
(expert systems like JANU code)

4. ACTIVE INDUSTRIES AND R & D LABORATORIES

4.1. Industry

There are few French manufacturers of NCS:

- Environment SA

Monitors of dust particles concentration in air, by S-absorptiometry on fibre glass
tissue filter.

ex-NUCLEOMETRE, formerly manufacturer of thickness, density and level gauges,
merged with FAG — FRIESEKE & HOEPFNER (Germany), now Division of
THERMO ELECTRON (USA).

4.2. R & D Laboratories

CEA-SAR, SACLAY, 30 persons, industrial problems solving Laboratory, including small
scale manufacturing and site implementation, technology transfer if existing market.
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Main recent developments:

On-line resin fraction and mass per length unit of preimpregnated composite fibres
ribbons (boron, carbon, glass, kevlar) by beta backscattering.

Imaging gauge by X ray or gamma absorptiometry, mono or dichromatic, scanning
mode or tomographic mode. Applications: wood products, oil reservoirs rocks
geological cores, lead batteries, loaded rubber, porous or sintered materials.

On-line nickel based electrolytic material mass per unit area measurement, by beta
absortiometry; applications: electrical car batteries production.

Analysis of uranium and plutonium in nuclear fuels reprocessing plants or MOX
fuel pellets production plants (by gamma-X ray fluorescence).

Control of neutron poison concentration in neutron absorbing materials: B or Cd
in steel sheets, B in silicon rubber sheets, B in colemanite mortar structures, etc.
(by neutron flux depression or neutron transmission).

BRGM (National geological survey) ORLEANS, was active in X ray fluorescence,
(n,gamma), (n,n) analysers or logging tools for ores prospecting and treatment. No more
production activity in this area.

LCPC (Civil engineering national laboratory), active in designing and manufacturing of
gauges for site measurement in road, dam, harbour, airport construction (density, moisture
gauges including on-board vehicles designed equipment).

IRSID (iron industry USINOR research laboratory) MAIZIERES LES METZ, active in
development of on-line high temperature thickness gauges for steel sheets.

Central research laboratories of industrial groups like ELF, MICHELIN, PECHINEY do they
one R & D on the subject, without any publication.
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